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STUDENT MATERIALS LIST
(Material the students should to bring to the workshop)
Here is a list of tools for students to bring to our workshop. Get ready to have some fun
and make things in a non-competitive atmosphere. You may want to bring a small
drawing notebook or journal to take notes and sketch your pieces- no pressure or
grades, just a great time making pieces for your dining experience.
Stores that carry Arts and Crafts products usually carry the Kemper’s, or another
company’s, Pottery Tool Kit which should include tools #1,2,3,4,5,6,7,and 8 on the list.
You don’t need Kemper tools, specifically. Check online for tools, if you have trouble
finding these in your local stores.
1. Metal rib
2. Wooden rib
3. Pin tool
4. Kemper=D2 wire tool
5. “Pear corer” trimming tool
6. Angled edge wooden trimming tool
7. Sponge
8. Kemper= K35 Wire Cutter
9. Kemper tools= K 23 Clean-up tool. Curved and straight hook tool, looks like a
miniature slice of pie that is straight on one end and curved on the other.
10. Xacto blade or similar blade
11. Flexible plastic ruler
12. Dust mask
13. Regular cloths pin for closing plastic over pieces
14. Kemper tools= K20 Recess Smoother, Carving tool shown from the side. One end
has a straight end like a miniature scraper while the opposite end is cut at an angle.
Other items to bring and ideas for students:
1. Please label your tools with permanent marker or colored tape.
2. Bring thin plastic (dry cleaning bag thickness is good) for covering pieces.
3. Have old clothes to work in. An apron is nice.
4. Boxes and clean paper, bubble wrap, scraps of fabric, or flexible scrap pieces of
foam for transferring your pieces back home.
5. Two, extra, wonderful tools to bring are a Fettling Knife, Kemper= F97 and an old,
plastic gift card.
6. Old towels to use to wipe your hands on when you throw.

7. A plastic bucket which will hold 8 cups or larger for your throwing water.
8. A plastic bucket for your clay scraps to recycle.
9. Your own banding wheel.

